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Dear Sylvis, 

*our letter of the 3ist. did not arrive until today. Unfortunately, I awakened 

at theee a.n., wide awake and of a mind to work, and te fore going to get the meil 

I indulged the muse by whom I was possessed and, after hastily reading the paper, 

wrote seventeen pages of drafts for one of the animal books on mich It work 
fitfully. So there is little chance that this will got out today. I'1l include 

it in the letter 1 wrote but didn't seal, intending to add any (anticipated) 

last minute develoy 1en ts. Preoceupied as I was, 1 forgot I had kept this letter 

separate from the Mace os outgoing end ready. Some of your questions I antici- 
pated in it. I'll answer the others and explain my thinking after a weekend in 
which I had time for a Little thought, But I'll hasten, to try and make the mail. 

Pirst, about Salandria' S piece: his quetes are accurate and his opinion's valid. 

Het I find basic error in it and a fundamental dishonesty in his reasoning. He 

absolves the FBL. He must understand, hence u 1 regard this 6s a dishonesty 
impelled by tactics. You included only the last pege, so I presume there was 

nothing importent preceeding it. Second, J regret sery much, both personally 
atid from the point of view of accomplishing anything, his appeal for the release 
by the archives of what for the most part it is not withholding. it serves only 

to ating. b i fwthose who gesire to causes this material to be 

withheld. “I*1jcome to my personal reasons pelow{ Next, his adulation of Frazier 

is, Oi Other than comparative grounds, wWithoutffoundation in integrity. If you 

dispute this, we'll argue it some tive face to face. 

4nd in order to do sll this, he had to ignore e very compelling indictment of 
the FRI, already in my book and obvious prior to access to this report. See my 
enclosed Postscript, which I'd like you not to talk ebout anc to return as soon 

as you read it because I could not efford to make as many copies as IT need. And 

there are a few other weaknesses in his avproach. For example, once impelled 

to conjecture that the Fresitent had to de closer to the building, and proverly 

insisting a more western window is more eonsistent with the angles, he fails 

to suggest the bullet could heve cane from any place other than e window - for 

example, the rod, which &s even more wnsistent with the evidence. Then he 

fails to indicate there were two oP les in which the bullet should have been 

measured, for the FRI gives only the angle with the perpendicular of the Presi- 

dent's body. sgn mitch side of the centerline from side to side did it enter, 

and by how much? Because I didn't hendle it his way, I also left i4 out. But 

I also didn't raise such questions. Having reised them, ther: is en obligation 

to be complete and allow no further weaseling. Even his handling of the missed 

bullet is, I believe, inadequate, for it is based upon 4 positive statement 

tm of an indefinite by the commission. It did not unequivocally decdilre there 

wes mk a “missed” bullet. You will perheps recall the painstaking detail with 

which I eliminsted the possibility of eny explenstion that it was a fragment.



None of this is to depricate the worthwhile things Selandria has dene. Once his article is out I had no choice but to go to the archives, omething + had not 
done because 1 regarded it as both unnecessary and hazardous to the future... You know “the FEI rdprt adds no Pundmental Knowledge, It does edd drama; but 
that IS unnecessary in a solid, ressoned approsch. I had everything it says in 
my book and I'm ennfident you have in yours. But suppose suddenly this material 
is "Not available? Is it not tuch better Tor it to be used after the major dent, 
is made in the Comméssion's facade? And will it not then get the sttention it 
warrants: Does not the lseck of attention Salandriats artjcle got show this to 
be the case in the current climate? Despite my own hopleness of the pest about 
the possibility of any piecemeal success, I was so sanguine after speaking to 
you Tuesday I was impelled to do things ageinst my own bést interest, only to 
now find that 1 am in a Kind of jeopardy becuase of my own unseasoned and 
emotion-based judgement. 't is entirely hy om Pault, TIL explain it to you 
when We have time together. 

To me this is all confirmetion of the besic soundness of the approach I took, 
++ comes ata time when there is, for the first time, grounds for optimi an. 
There is Sauvage's good fortune, end the prospects of mine. From Englang I 
heve hed a letter freon the prospective publisher saying that without having 
read the book himself he is “enthusiastic”, and he had wnveyed this enthusiasm 
to the major paper that is considering serialization. Perhaps it is selfishness 
that_dominates my thinking, not cold reason, but it seems to me that s thorough 
aid overwhelming answer that elinimates all the exits, plugs the holes before 
they can be crawled into, is what we need, It is this that makes me worry about 
“ewes Book, of which | lesrned more in New Tork, and about the possibility 
“Sauva »Which is not cmplete enough, will sypear before mine, I em also now 
worried about the Remparts description of the fred Cook thing thgy are going to 
do. *f al they can say for it is that it is "massive" and e "resvparaisal”, 
Cook hasn t done much, unless they are understating in s most unlikely manner. 

Tis is not s guerrille war, and sniping will not win. There must be a barrage 
SO massive that it will break dow the berriers. It is difficult but it is algo 
possible. It is going to work. +t is inevitable and it is right. 

My reasons for suggesting you postpone your planned visit to the archives is in 
part now expressed. One more ignored article, one more shot-down criticism makes _ 
the prospects for responsible, thorough publishing thet more remote. If you saw 
my by now vast file of correspondence with publishers, te 64 of whom I have now 
offered my book, you would find it more possible to credit this seemingly inexpli- 
cable thing. There are now at least three possibilities of this breakthrough. I 
think nothing should make then more difficult. Sauvege's, Lanegs or my book may 
do it, I now have reason to believe it may be mine, unless reaction to Iane's 
ruins the chance, It may be quite costly to me to try and beat his, but I shell, 
if dt is of all poccibley tOde soe Eee established my priority in the field 
by my opyright, o this is not ego. + neqd despsrately the money it méy cost. But 
if is@ séerifice t believe success demands. .aybe 1 am Wrong, bub this is the 
way I see it. / 

“y reasons for suggesting you concentrate on Ruby include a followup, for which 
there wil. then be both a need and e market. 4% will also help tell the whole 

story. It will not have to be es convincins ss the first bork ( and 1 belisve 

any case of Ruby will be less subject to as convincing en spproach). 



““Phere is more to my thinking, but I'll let it wait until we telk. 1 am on 
_ the verge of whet mey be another breakthrough. I emphasize only possibility. 
There is no reason to suggest probability..But it represents en advance and 

6 chenge in climate. The associate editor of a major dsily who has until now 

both refused to see me or read my book is seeing me tomorrow as a consequence 
of a pather pointed exhange of letters. He delayed answering one for six weeks 
and then gave me the opening upon which I seized. He has agreed to speak to 

three correspondents gho have read my book and who he respects prior tc our 

meeting, which tomorrow sir should be this week. If he reads it with an 
open mind there may be the possibility of serielization in a U.5. news syndicate. 

If that heppens, we ere all home safe. I believe it is a possibility of such 

grest importance it is worth making a few minor sacrifices for, and erticles in 
such journals as The Minority of One reach only those who med liftle persuading 
end command no Influence. Again, I'm not deprecating tne importance of the mage- 

zine.~I” just sé6 lit‘le chance of doing any good with it on this, 

to answer your questions: The FBI Report is a really thin document. It does not 

attribute specific sources 0 its informstion. 2¢ is an enti-Oswald and anti- 
Communist polemic. 1t does not allude to the autospy 6F in any substantive wey 
to the doctérs and makes no reference whatsoever to the other things you wondered 
about. It has but_500 words of less in part one, entitled "The Assassination". 
Need I say more about it CY Sslandria's shocking handling of this shocking thing? 

I heve deliberately avoided seeking to learn specifically what the archives will 

mgke availseble. Had I had $57.00 in my pocket when I wes there instead of $6.00 
I d have bought the aveileble listing. I am firmly of the opinion that those 

powerful people responsible for this monstrous thing shouid not be impelled to 

do anything about thet rich file. Generally, what is not classified is available 

_and, as I indicated, they are checking in to the availability of releasing copies 

of whst is copyrighted. 1 believe it will be possible to ses the pictures you 

men$bon. I do not think now is the time. I do not and will not seek to enforce 

my opinion upon you, as i indicsted in the earlier letter, for I will go there 

when you do. I will slso if something else forces it, but not until then. All 

those things you enumgerete are important. I, too, am anxious to see them. But 

the reality is they but gild the lily. Enough is oublic already. But to give 

you a more specific answer, the list of what is availeble is 185 pages long. 

=lso, consider that the man in charge is away. 4e is the man who was sympathetic 

to Sslandria {| who was kind enough, if that is the word, to send him a copy of 

the artiele before it was in print). Perhaps those with less responsibility will 

be as dedicated. But they are underlings, even though they impressed me as very 

dedicated ones, and fine people. It is slwajs easier for the boss to make the 

decisions, end harder for those of lower rank and less authority. 

i guess this covers most of it. Let me kmow if you disagree with my reasoning. 

One other thing: I want to be equipped with my own and an adequete camera when I 

go beck. The availeble Seroxing of photographs bound in a volume is quite inede- 

wuste. And If you want me to buy a list for you, I will. I'til glanee st it 

first and then mail it. I am working on the camera, but the rig will cost $200 to 

$250 and I'm broke. If I get sn edvance in the near future, ss 1 anticipate, Ttil 

be able to do this, end we'll have what we sll want. “hat ix have in mind is a 

Pen F, a half-frame 35mm camere thet is automatic and for which a copying stand 

with the right lighting is aveileble. Hestily , . 
PS. Archives keeps a list of everything that is ; 4 re 
consulted and everything Xeroxed. I wes careful to i 

' restrict myesalf to what Salsndria sew. As you can see, 
more important. 

he missed what méy be sven - 


